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supject: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka 
Is - R - CUBA   . - . - 

f 

ae te Section Chief BILL/BRANNIGAN ‘called at 5:00 Px. © - 

today concerning the calendar which belongs to Mrs. PAINE, =: - 

which the Bureau received Vesterday or over the weekohd, 

and which is the calendar/ which Mrs. PAINE used to fix dates... 

  
‘the calendar portion that relates to March, 1963, — ~ 

in the upper left hand corner of the month of March appears 

thi notation: OCT 23 and then like a little dash, then some 

’ space skipped and a hand drawn five pointed star, and then it . 

“. . gays LHO purchase of rifle, and then it looks like another dash 

-, after that. . me 

f Looking down the calendar under the date of the 20th — 

of the month appears anotber hand drawn star, and it says 

MARINA after that. 
rs . 

oy If we do not know the significance of this notation, 

-)"lwe want Mrs. PAINE interviewed immediately to establish the | _— 

. significance of it. When did she make this notation on her ~ wk, 

calendar? What is the significance -of the Oct. 237 If you. By 

will recall, Oct. 23, according to the calendar would be the day ‘> 

after she came back from the hospital following the birth of — 

her last child. If Mrs. PAINE knew on Oct. 23 that LEE HARVEY --..- 

OSWALD had purchased a rifle? Did MARINE tell her on Oct. 23°... 

that LEE HARVEY had purchased a rifle in March? We sure want 

to know this if so and to know what else she told her. _ 

  
Bureau requested teletype reply re results of interview 

with Mrs. PAINE. . ’ .     
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